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Below are some data from the land of milk and honey answer

Locations on this map » expand all items » hide all itemsAlar Storms » see moreDark Portal » see moreDreadmaul Hold » see moreDreadmaul Post » see moreGarrison Armory » see moreNethergarde Keep » see moreTraipsu from Defiler » see moreSerpent's Reel see moreSoil Scar » see moreOthers » see
moreOther, not listed above» see more Right click anywhere on the map to show everything nearby, including any NPC and gathering nodes. Filterable Herbs By Area Added filter herb/extracting tab to just show a collection of nodes/veins that refer to your required location. Map POI's All Selectable Now can click on any
icon on the map, be it Seller, Quest Marker, Inn Keeper, etc., the appropriate help pane will pop up showing additional information. Detailed find feature We've expanded our database to include the location of many other creatures in the world, search for them in the NPC panel, click the one you're looking for to see
detailed locations. Searchable NPC's Panel NPC panel has been upgraded to allow for some special filtering, now you can search around the world for any NPC you want. Dynamic results will show if we have any places that NPC marked with a number next to the icon. Full NPC Location Listing Created a new NPC
Location Listing page (added to the ot menu at the top). Lists each NPC Classic WoW and allows you to link through it to see their location on the map. For more updates soon, drop me a shout out on Twitter if you have a cool feature request or have found a bug :)-Xaiin About how Blasted Lands was before Cataclysm,
see Blasted Lands (Classic). War is not simply to visit this land, it lives here. Violence thrives in the past, present and future... - Zidormi Blasted Lands bears this title for a reason: they were twisted by the magic that brought the Dark Portal into it, spewing a rampaging orcish orcth into Azeroth. Although the original portal
was destroyed by Khadgar in the second war, it was later rebuilt for ner'zhul's Horde cross. During the management of the draenora, thirsty World, the portal had to be reconfigured to guide an alternative to the incarnation of this world's past, thirty-five years earlier, from where the iron horde came. The history of the Dark
Portal since the invasion of the Iron Horde. This foul desert was once the southern part of a dark fen of marshlands called Black Morass; the northern part is a swamp of sorrow. This is the area where the orcish horde first entered Azeroth through the Dark Portal, having soon followed their attack on human lands to the
northwest. The land around the former Dark Portal has been burned and dead, forever warped by the powers that followed its destruction. Lightning strikes are constant, and the unlovable land is home to groups, especially vicious and powerful creatures. Large remnants of burning has taken refuge within the tainted
scar. It is still supervised by the Dalaran wizards in the Nethergarde fortress, created by Archmage Khadgar after the Second War. As if orcish horde wasn't enough, Dreadmaul ogres also came through the Dark Portal, but unlike the orcs, they remained blasted lands. Nethergarde's mages tell you that ogres serve Lord
Kazzak. Whoa their landlord, he commands them to attack the Alliance to hold on to an uncomfortable routine. Burning Crusade This section refers to content related to the Burning Crusade. Please add all available information to this section. Before the invasion of Outland, Blasted Lands was the site of a battle between
Argent Dawn, an alliance and horde against the demons of the Burning Legion, which resumed the Dark Portal. [1] Wrath of the Lich King This section refers to content related to the wrath of the Lich King. The area was also invaded twice in the misery years that led to the war against the Lich King. [2] Cataclysm refers
to cataclysm-related content in this section. During Cataclysm, Horde's Okril'lon forces took control of the Dreadmaul Hold. In the south of the region, Gilnean druid Marl Wormthorn tried to return blasted lands to its old splendor turning the much tainted scar into a tainted Forest, but because of the demonic powers
around the area, the forest and Marl were damaged. His followers built a small fishing village, Survich, near the edge of the forest. The elves of Reliquary were built in a small camp near the Tainted Forest, looking for demonic artifacts hidden in the region. The conflict between the Alliance and Ord raged for some time in
the northern part of the region, focusing on the Nethergarde supply base between Dreadmaul Hold and Nethergarde Keep. Burning legion forces were thrown into disarray after the defeat of Razelikh defiler at the hands of loramus Thalipedes and the brave soul that accompanied him. Draenora warlord This section refers
to content related to the Leader of the Draenora War. The coming years have brought yet another threat to Azeroth's very brink when history itself came full circle. Cairozdorm brought Garrosh to the past to Deputy Draenor where the deposed Warchief instigated the transformation of the Orcish Horde into an iron horde.
Now he uses his Dark Portal to bridge parallel to Draenor in Azeroth-prime, allowing the Ironmarch vanguard force of the iron horde to come through the Dark Portal and occupy the land along with the vengeful Dreadmaul ogres. As the darkness converged between the two realities, the Portal of Darkness turned red. Iron
Horde Captured By Okril'lon Hold and Destroyed by Nethergarde Keep During The Original Invasion. Getting to Geography This abandoned and barren land has very little road of flora and fauna (the only exception being the Tainted Forest) barring demons that now roam the plains. This region is particularly important
from the Dark Portal, which leads to Draenor (formerly leading to Outland). The wret meland hosts few inhabitants and some important small settlements such as Nethergarde Keep, Dreadmaul Hold or Surwich. Magic that leaked through the Dark Portal warped blasted lands, leaving a barren desert landscape. Hardy
desert species such as basilisks, scorpions and hyenas have since colonized the area. The region's red rocks do not come in their color naturally. The original tan color was transformed into a red-haired crimma to the searing heat and chaotic energy when the Dark Portal was destroyed. There is only one usable road in
Blasted Lands, guarded in the north by Nethergarde Keep's grim mages. They have the unenthenable task of watching the Dark Portal, guarding the rest of the continent against the demons of the south and protecting themselves from the ogre tribes that roam the desert. The weather here is dry and hot during the day
and bitterly cold at night. The mountains block any moisture that can come from the swamp sorrow to the north, and the only signs of life can be found in the tainted forest to the southwest, but it was spoiled by the demonic powers that have taken hold over the mastermind behind the revived scorching scar, Gilnean druid
Marl Wormthorn. There are no casual cellars or battlefields in this area. Maps and sub-regions Map Blasted Lands post-Iron Horde incursion. Map blasted lands pre-Iron Orda incursion. Note: Some of the Blasted Lands subzones were changed during the pre-patch on the Warlords of Draenor. For players who want to
see Blasted Lands, as it was after Cataclysm, but before WoD pre-patch, you can visit an NPC called Zidormi next to the road near the border between Blasted Lands and Swamp Woe. Map Blasted Lands before patch 4.0.3. Stonard, Swamp Woe Sunveil Excursion, Blasted Lands Booty Bay, Cape stranglethorn
Dreadmaul Hold, Blasted Lands Booty Bay, Cape of Stranglethorn Nethergarde Keep, Blasted Lands Main article: Blasted Lands NPCs Main article: Blasted Lands storyline Main article: Warlords of Draenor Intro Experience Blasted Earth are two digging sites: Wild Creatures Warcraft III Iii This section content related to
Warcraft III : Valdīt from Chaos or its expansion of The Throne of Frozen. The infertile is littered with gold mines and heavily populated with centaurs. Tileset is called Barren. [3] RPG This section contains information from the Warcraft RPG, which is considered a non-canon. Blasted Lands bear this name for a reason:
they were twisted by magic to be built Dark Portal into it, spewing a rampaging horde into Azeroth. Now in a miserable land there are some inhabitants and no significant settlements. Blasted lands are just one usable road guarded in the north by the Alliance's Nethergarde Keep Fortress and its gloomy mages. They have
the unenthenable task of watching the Dark Portal, guarding the rest of the continent from the demons of the south and protecting themselves from the ogre tribes that roam the desert. [4] History This foul desert was once a fen of marshlands called Black Morass, similar to the swamp of sorrow. When Medivh built the
Dark Portal to connect Azeroth with an orcish homeworld draenor, the orcs poured through and began the first great war. Orcs arcane magic was so strong it consumed the swamp and left dry red clay. When the Alliance destroyed the Dark Portal, the vole space stopped, but Blasted Lands still couldn't heal themselves.
As if the horde wasn't enough at that time, Dreadmaul ogres also came through the Dark Portal. Unlike orcs, they remained blasted lands. The mages of nethergarde believe ogres serve the demon of Lord Kazzak. Whoa their landlord, he commands them to attack the Alliance to hold on to an uncomfortable routine. At
one point the Dark Portal was rebuilt and it still resonates with the evil thrum. Now it connects with Draenor, the shattered remnants of the world's Outland. One day the entire Nethergarde Keep was struck by a mysterious disease, and Dreadmaul ogres took the opportunity to attack. With the disease inside and the siege
outside, mages and warriors send messengers to get anyone capable of wielding a sword or healing disease. [5] The Geography of Magic, which leaked through the Dark Portal warped Blasted Lands, leaving a barren desert landscape. This region does not welcome life of any kind. [5] Weather here during the day is dry
and hot and at night bitterly cold. Mountains block any moisture that can come from the swamp sorrow to the north, and there is no river grace this land. The east coast will occasionally get storms out of the sea, but these downpage comes so fast the water just goes off packed ground and back into the sea. [4] Blasted
Lands is an Alliance mandate that protects the North, the demon invasion of the south and the ogre tribes in the middle. [5] Notes and trivia during the Iron Horde invasion, such as the Storm Altar, Tainted Scar, Tainted Forest, Surwich and Sunveil Excursion, were completely empty. This is most likely developer
monitoring or possibly done on purpose because the entire area is phased out and none of the quests are taking place in these regions. Level 90+ players can talk to Zidormi to switch between normal and progressive version of the zone. Those with burning crusade and at least level 57 are able to use it now to resume
Portal to reach the Hellfire Peninsula outland, although it is advisable to wait up to level 58 because quests are very limited to 57. Dark Portal, like Shattrath City, is a haven, and therefore combat is prohibited, even among PvP flags players. The occasional lightning that strikes the ground at the Dark Portal cannot hurt
you in any way. In this zone hordes of players do not have mailboxes, but the Alliance has two. Interestingly, the Warcraft: Orcs &amp; Humans guide originally meant that the Dark Portal was making the earth more sick [6] and swamp-like [7] rather than making it burnt and dead. Blasted Lands was inspired by Greater
Sudbury, Ontario, a mining town whose soil was made nickel-rich by meteor strikes long ago, especially in its deserted surroundings and its blackened rocks that were discolored by acid rain. [8] Gallery Patch Changes Patch 7.3.5 (2018-01-16): Level scaling introduced, previous zone level: 54 - 60. Patch 6.0.3 (2014-10-
28): The iron horde invasion is over. Access to the event is still available, but the [Iron Starlette] pet and [Iron Invasion] achievement are no longer available to players who missed the event. Patch 6.0.2 (2014-10-14): The iron horde has begun to infest. New quests have been added to the level of 90 players. Zone
phases 90+ characters. Characters under 90 will continue to see the area before the invasion begins. Patch 4.0.3a (2010-11-23): Added. References External Link Links
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